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xG?

An expected goals model, by accident, with lots of hexagons.
First interest: shooter impact and goaltender impact.



The rub

To isolate shooter or goalie impact, you need to know how difficult
the shots they take are to score or save: you need an xG model.



Key idea

Different geometry for each kind of shot:

I Wrist and snap shots

I Slap shots

I Tips and Deflections

I Backhands

I Wraparounds*



Wrist/Snap Shots
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Backhands



Tips and Deflections



Skater Strength

Try to get a proxy on things like congestion of shooting lanes,
defensive pressure, and pre-shot movement by including skater
strength terms

I Even-strength (4v4 and 5v5), default

I “Normal” power-play (5v4, 6v5)

I “Good” power-play (5v3, 4v3)

I Short-handed

I 3v3



Bells and Whistles

I Rushes (3s from other zone)

I Rebounds (4s from other shot)

I Leading

I Trailing



Shooters and Goalies

Include terms for each shooter, and each goalie, who were part of
at least one shot.



Fitting! (Only technical slide)

Fit a logistic regression (target is goal probability) to all missed,
saved, and scored shots in a given year. Add penalties that encode
our prior knowledge about how the terms fit together, then find
values for all of the terms that minimize.

I Shooters and goalies bias towards league average

I Geometry hexes bias towards their neighbours

I Everything biases towards what it was last season



Results!!
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Goalies - Sv%



Goalies - Isolated



Goalies
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Strengths and embroideries

Term Odds Ratio

Power-play +22%
Power-play vs 3 +109%

Short-handed +22%
3 on 3 +56%

Rush +102%
Rebound +95%

Leading 0%
Trailing -8%



“Future” Work

I Rework shot generation suppression impact isolation

I Do it all again every time we get better data that will let us
remove proxies



Thanks!


